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Abstract

Social media is increasingly used as a platform for news consumption, but it has also become a breeding ground for fake news. This serious threat poses significant challenges to social media providers, society, and science. Several studies have investigated automated approaches to fighting fake news, but little has been done to improve fake news detection on the users’ side. A simple but promising approach could be to broaden users’ knowledge and thus the perceptual process in order to improve detection behavior. This study evaluates the impact of a digital nudging approach, which aims to fight fake news through the help of related articles. 322 participants took part in an online experiment simulating the Facebook Newsfeed. In addition to a control group, three treatment groups were exposed to different combinations of related articles. Results indicate that the presence of controversial related articles has a positive influence on the detection of fake news.

1. Introduction

In the past decade, social media has revolutionized the way people interact and consume information. A 2016 survey from the Pew Research Centre showed that 62% of US adults consumed news through social media, as compared to only 49% in 2012 [6]. By 2018, this number had reached 69% [25].

Yet, in addition to numerous benefits, the ease with which news can now be distributed and accessed poses serious challenges. Social media makes it easy for users to create and share content with the public [15]. As a result, news through social media is not necessarily reliable compared to news from traditional sources, as rigorous control is harder to implement. This lack of control enables the spread of so-called fake news [30], a term used to describe news “that are intentionally and verifiably false” [1]. In many cases, fake news are purposefully used to influence and manipulate the audience [21]. Common targets are politics and financial markets, where fake news are used to discredit politicians or affect the financial value of stocks and options [21].

It is immensely important to ensure that fake news (by both private users as well as organizations, e.g. Breitbart) do not cause harmful manipulation. This importance is further increased through the discovery that fake news diffuse much faster and on deeper levels than true stories in an online context [37]. Therefore, detecting such news must be a key priority.

Multiple approaches can be used to detect fake news, including algorithms, data mining, or other automated IT-centered approaches [7, 28, 29]. Yet, to date, no technical solution has been able to fully control the problem. Another research stream, however, takes an alternative approach: Rather than relying on technological solutions, it examines factors, which may influence the credibility perception among the audience itself. Fact checking, source credibility ratings, and the specific design and format of news sources have all been identified as possible means of fake news detection [2, 16]. However, previous research has raised concerns about the effectiveness of these approaches [18, 26]. Assessing the source has been found to be an important and helpful factor for deciding whether a news post is true or false, with known sources often creating more trust in the presented news [2, 16]. However, anyone can publish news in social media and therefore large amounts of
content is published by unknown sources. Consequently, it is all the more important to analyze possibilities to improve fake news detection in situations where the source is unknown [15]. Further, Lazer et al. address the necessity of multidisciplinary approaches when attempting to detect fake news [18]. These include structural changes as well as empowering individuals.

To empower individuals in a way that supports fake news detection, one needs to understand how human perception, processing, and sense-making of information and content work. One of the influential factors in the perception process is knowledge [11], which enables information perception and thus plays a key role in whether one classifies information as true or false.

Research has also shown that the increase in a person’s prior knowledge leads to improved sense-making in news consumption and better handling of large amounts of information [27]. In the specific context of fake news detection, a person’s knowledge base has shown to be one of the core resources used for assessing the truthfulness of news [9]. Hence, improving a user’s knowledge base on a given topic in order to increase analytical thinking in social media holds promising potential in the fight against fake news [4].

When assessing possibilities to reach an enhancement in user behavior, there is currently much discussion about the approach of digital nudging [34, 39]. As Sunstein observes, the nudge “disclosure” can improve a user’s knowledge. In social media, such a digital nudge could be implemented in the form of related articles, which address the same subject as the main article but do not necessarily take the same point of view [32]. This may help provide users with more information on a particular topic and, hence, empowers them to better detect fake news through knowledge improvement.

Therefore, the purpose of our research is to investigate whether related articles improve fake news detection by the users in social media environments. We investigate three possibilities on how to provide related articles by conducting an online experiment simulating the Facebook Newsfeed. Our results suggest that related articles have a significant effect on improved fake news detection. We achieved the best results when providing a mix of controversial related articles.

Section 2 of this paper provides the theoretical background on fake news, digital nudging and the derivation of the research hypotheses. Section 3 expands on the experimental method used to address our hypotheses. In Section 4, we present the results of the experiment and in Section 5, we conclude by discussing results, highlighting the theoretical and practical implications and pointing out limitations of our research.

2. Theoretical Background and Hypotheses Development

2.1 Fake News

In contrast to fake news, truthful news are those stories that cover content that is verifiable through data, facts, and research. Even though the notion of “true news stories” is widely used, one still has to consider that journalism of this kind will always include some extent of a personal footprint, such as through the author’s selection of topics covered [13].

Fake news stories are created for a variety of purposes, including financial and political gains [3]. The phenomenon is not new, but it is of growing importance given its increased reach via social media and the consequent magnitude of its detrimental effects [1].

Authors of fake news would like to intentionally mislead people, encouraging them to believe false information. They also change the way people interpret and respond to real news [30]. This leads to an increasing state of widespread distrust and confusion about real news [6]. Therefore, the detection of fake news has become an important task for social media platforms, who must attempt to remove fake news or at least mitigate the negative effects [29].

Recent studies have already examined automated methods which attempt to identify fake news among the almost endless stream of posts on social media platforms [7, 28, 29]. But due to its complex structure, the detection of fake news is difficult to automate, and it is uncertain whether full automation will ever be possible [6, 29]. As the largest online social network, Facebook is particularly affected by fake news stories and has been working towards reducing the amount of fakes on its site since 2015 [23]. The platform works with third party fact-checking organizations who manually check suspicious information and, if necessary, flag articles as doubtful.

2.2 News Consumption and Fake News Detection in Social Media

To improve a user’s ability to detect fake news, it is important to understand how users consume news in social media. According to Pentina and Tarafdar, the way news is consumed via social media has changed drastically compared to consumption via more conventional media [27]. They theorize that sense-
making of news in social media environments and the consequential formation of knowledge relies on information overload strategies. Two specific aspects characterize news consumption [27]: First, the screening news stimuli explains which channels, sources, and content are considered by an individual. Second, sense-making relies on processing and interpreting information from news, which involves the interpretation of the meaning of the obtained news and its transformation into knowledge.

Social media is a news provider, which offers diversity of opinion and social legitimacy, but simultaneously, also offers space for subjective opinions and fake news stories [27]. This poses a severe challenge due to the fact that humans are fairly ineffective at recognizing deception [7]. This ineffectiveness is caused by humans’ frequent inability to determine whether information presented to them is true or false [29]. Fake news detection is the correct decision of an individual that information is false. However, in the context of decision-making, natural human deficits resulting from cognitive and behavioral biases often lead to erroneous assessments [12].

Throughout the cognitive processing and interpreting of news information, news consumers evaluate trustworthiness and reliability [27]. Therefore, individuals access a variety of sense-making strategies, like source reliability or comparing news content to their own knowledge to evaluate the credibility of news [9].

However, prior exposure to false knowledge related to a news statement also increases believability of fake news. That is, due to the “illusory truth effect” individuals tend to misinterpret fake news as true when they were exposed to the false knowledge beforehand [26]. From a positive point of view, it also indicates that improving users’ knowledge while consuming news in social media environments improves their ability to correctly decide which news are fake.

### 2.3 Related Articles

Researchers have shown growing interest in ways to influence decision-making actively in situations strongly affected by biases. This type of influencing behavior is often referred to as soft or asymmetric paternalism or nudging [19]. Thaler and Sunstein define a nudge as “any aspect of the choice architecture that alters people’s behavior in a predictable way without forbidding any options or significantly changing their economic incentives.” [34]. Nudges target biases and attempt to overcome them by conscientiously altering the “choice architecture” (design of possible choices) presented to the respective target group.

The goal is to foster decision-making contexts which promote behavior that is beneficial both to individuals and to society [33]. Nudges should not hinder freedom of choice and should aim to make life simpler, safer or easier for people to navigate, while remaining transparent and open rather than hidden [32]. Where the nudging philosophy has been transferred into the digital environment, it is referred to as “Digital Nudging” [39]. Common environments for digital nudging are social media platforms [39] such as Facebook, Twitter or Instagram. Social media providers are choice architects who choose the content and format of information presented to their users. Nudges could therefore be used to improve fake news detection in social media environments and become a countermeasure against fake news.

Sunstein presents a list of ten important “nudges”, one of which is disclosure [32]. Disclosure describes the adding of supplementary information to a specific topic or situation such as nutritional details on the packaging of food. In the context of digital disclosure, it is explained that “more detailed and fuller disclosure might be made available online for those who are interested in it” [32]. Yet, simplicity remains essential, which means that information presented must both be comprehensible and accessible.

Since 2017, Facebook has been working with a feature called related articles, which shows users a range of articles under an original post to help them make decisions that are more informed. This feature is mainly used in the U.S., although there have been plans for a future roll-out in Germany, France, and the Netherlands [8]. From a theoretical perspective, related articles are a type of disclosure nudge.

Disclosure has already been used successfully in the context of social media, e.g. in the field of privacy protection [41]. We hypothesize that disclosure is a promising nudging approach to improve a user’s knowledge, and can consequently stimulate analytical thinking. This is because users have access to more information and can better reflect the news, leading to an improvement in fake news detection [4].

Looking at news consumption in social media, news can be either true or false (actual state) and for both situations the user can further perceive the news post as true or false (perceived state). The results of this classification task can be described with the help of specificity. Specificity describes the proportion of actual fake news that is detected to be false by the users. We summarize this within our first hypothesis.

**H1:** The presence of related articles improves fake news detection in terms of improved specificity.
2.4 Design of Related Articles

Using related articles, there are various ways to implement a disclosure nudge. Since fake news are published to spread false information, the easiest way to recognize them is by knowing the truth [29]. Hence, when knowing all facts on a given topic, detecting fake news is simple.

From this point of view, users may better detect fake news as such while articles telling the truth are available to them. Following a modified form of the “illusory truth effect” [26] exposure of true statements may enable users to detect fake news even though they do not know the truth. Therefore, a disclosure nudge in the form of related articles that solely tell the truth ought to increase fake news detection.

Thus, we assume that related articles that are all true achieve the best results in fake news detection, measured by the highest specificity.

H2a: Related articles that tell the truth lead to an increase in specificity in fake news detection compared to having no related articles.

Finding verifiably true related articles is a difficult and costly task for the platform provider and it likely is impossible to fully automate [29].

An alternative is controversial news, which is easier to implement. Current technical approaches exist that build on detecting controversies in news [36]. Controversial news in social media represent those topics that find supporters for conflicting sides of an argument and are debated heatedly [10]. A popular example for such a controversy would be believing and disbelieving that climate change is real. From a user’s perspective, previous studies have already demonstrated that controversial discussions with supporting and opposing arguments (e.g. pro and contra the existence of climate change) help to improve people’s analytical thinking. Results suggest that people presented with point/counterpoint arguments are less susceptible to biases [40]. Controversial news, in addition, encourage users to actively think about a certain topic, which has previously been shown by analyzing online search behavior [38]. Thus, controversial related articles may increase active, open-minded and analytical thinking which is expected to be promising in the fight against fake news [4].

Controversy can be implemented in different ways when designing related articles. Firstly, in the sense of controversial related articles that show different viewpoints on a given topic. Herein, the collection of related articles itself includes controversy, with some articles agreeing and some disagreeing with the main article. Research has shown the potential of offering balanced viewpoints on a topic to counter cognitive biases and thus hinting at the potential of mixed, controversial related articles in the fight against fake news [5]. Hence, we hypothesize that a mix of controversial related articles also increase fake news detection in terms of higher specificity compared to users who do not receive controversial related articles.

H2b: A mixed of controversial related articles lead to an increase in specificity in fake news detection compared to having no related articles.

Secondly, controversy can be achieved through using related articles that oppose the main article in the strongest possible way. “Considering the opposite” is a strategy to overcome cognitive biases that has been thoroughly discussed in research in psychology [20]. The strategy consists of directly pointing people to the opposite perspective on a given topic or question. Consequentially, we hypothesize that designing controversial related articles in a way that they strongly oppose the main article and thus hint at the opposite alternative increases fake news detection through an increase in specificity as compared to users who do not receive controversial related articles.

H2c: Opposing related articles lead to an increase in specificity in fake news detection compared to having no related articles.

Note that H2a, H2b, and H2c suggest that three mutually exclusive versions of related articles all are effective. There is no line of theoretical argumentation unequivocally suggesting which of the three designs of related articles performs best. In case multiple hypotheses are empirically supported, it is an empirical matter to identify which of the designs performs best.

Besides improving specificity, it is important not to aggravate sensitivity. Sensitivity describes the proportion of actual true news that is detected to be true news by the user. We do not hypothesize any effect but we include sensitivity in our analysis and test for possible aggravation.

3. Experiment Design and Procedures

To test our hypotheses, we conducted an online experiment that assesses the impact of related articles on fake news detection. The experiment included presenting an interactive newsfeed similar to that of Facebook, which the participants could scroll through and interact with to achieve a scenario that is as realistic as possible. Facebook was used as a template because it is the most used social media platform and therefore provides a real-life, natural, and known setting [24]. All parts of the experiment were in German language.

The experiment consisted of six stages: (1) introduction, (2) questions on demographic factors, (3) introductory newsfeed, (4) natural interaction run,
questions on fake news detection, and (6) debriefing. Figure A in the appendix summarizes the experiment procedure.

Throughout the first four stages the context of fake news was not explained to avoid biases in the participants’ behavior. Rather, the context mentioned was that of general online behavior in social media. All participants were asked demographic questions to help us develop a clear picture of who completed the experiment. Questions focused on age, gender, education, current profession, and intensity of social media usage. In order to make sure all participants were accustomed to the functionality of the feed, an introductory newsfeed was presented using a single news post, in which all functions (like, share, comment, report, open articles) had to be tested.

Afterwards, all participants went through a natural interaction run with the actual news feed, which consisted of news posts such as those published by newspapers or news services. The participants received six news posts about current events (politics, environment, and celebrities) of which three were truthful news and three were fake news. Each of the three topic categories was covered via one truthful and one fake news post in order to avoid a bias caused by topic selection. Further, all six articles are real archived news articles that were published online. For each article - and also all related articles - we have conducted a review of fact-checking websites (e.g. snopes.org) to ensure that it is either true or false news. As the news source strongly impacts the perception of credibility, we chose six articles from rather unknown sources [16]. In addition, we also avoided to include other criteria that would allow participants to clearly identify a fake news article as such (e.g. spelling mistakes). We did this to minimize other external effects in order to better observe the change in specificity caused by related articles. The order of the posts varied, but all participants were presented with the six identical news stories. Table A in the appendix gives an overview over all main and related article headlines.

All participants were randomly assigned to one of four treatments:

- **Treatment 1 (T1) - Control Group**: Six main articles are shown. No related articles are shown.
- **Treatment 2 (T2) - True**: Six main articles are shown. Four true related articles are shown under each main article, regardless of whether the main article is true or fake.
- **Treatment 3 (T3) - Mixed**: Six main articles are shown. Two fake and two true related articles are shown under each main article, regardless of whether the main article is true or fake.
- **Treatment 4 (T4) - Opposing**: Six main articles are shown. For each main article, four articles with opposing content (in relation to the main article) are shown. Consequently, four true related articles are shown for each fake main post, and four fake related articles are shown for each true main post.

Our control group T1 allows for comparing the general effect of related articles vs. no related articles (H1). The treatment groups T2-T4 are used to assess H2a, H2b and H2c. T2 includes the highest degree of truthfulness in the related articles, with all related articles showing the truth (H2a). While T3 offers the highest controversy within the related articles (2 true, 2 fake – H2b), T4 portrays the largest possible controversy between the main article and the related articles (H2c). One must consider that in the case of a fake main article, the related articles in T2 and T4 are identical (four true related articles in both cases). For all four treatments, the newsfeed allowed us to track the activities (liking, sharing, commenting, reporting, opening articles) executed during the experiment, which enabled us to evaluate the social media usage behavior of the participants.

Figure 1 shows an example of a real news post, including related articles. Clicking on either the main or the related article opened the full text of the article.

After the newsfeed interaction, all participants were shown the original six news posts (without related articles) and were asked to explicitly state for each post whether they regard it as a fake or true article. This step provided the basis for evaluating the individual fake news detection abilities.

**Figure 1**: True news post including related articles
Finally, the experiment ended with a debriefing session in which the participants were informed about the fact that we had manipulated different features of the posts and that these do not necessarily correspond to the real world.

Participants for the experiment were recruited via multiple channels. We used Facebook as the main source for recruiting and linked to our experiment in various groups, mainly targeting students and young professionals. Among others, the targeted groups included sports groups, student associations, university groups and the authors’ social network. Other sources of participants were messenger providers such as WhatsApp, or email lists in a university and work context. The choice of recruiting channels was selected because the majority of Facebook users in Germany are aged between 25 and 34 [35]. Thus, we ensured that participants are used to social media environments and are in fact part of the target audience mainly affected by fake news in social media.

4. Results

4.1 Characteristics of the Sample

In total, 322 people completed our experiment, with 146 female and 176 male participants. 311 participants are between 18 and 35 years old, and 11 are older than 35. Regarding education, 221 participants have at least one academic degree. Analyzing the participants’ use of social media, we found that 44.7% use social media daily, and 92.9% use Facebook. Consequently, we conclude that participants are familiar with the use of social media such as Facebook.

77 participants were randomly assigned to treatment T1 by the assignment algorithm of the survey provider, 77 to T2, 93 to T3 and 75 to T4. To ensure comparability between treatments, we analyze their homogeneity. For discrete variables we use chi-squared-tests and for continuous variables ANOVA. The test statistics show that participants do not differ significantly between the treatments in terms of gender, age, social media usage or education. Therefore, the groups can be assumed to be comparable.

68.0% of the participants actively interacted with the newsfeed, meaning they either shared, commented, liked, opened, or reported articles. A range of 1 to 34 interactions per active user was recorded, with a mean of 3.4 and a median of 2.0. Previous studies of social media usage report a 52% activity rate among users [22]. Based on this figure, participants in our study were slightly more active than the average user.

Participants shared between 0 and 6 posts, with a mean of 0.2 and a median of 0, and commented on 0 to 6 posts, with a mean of 0.7 and a median of 0. They liked 0 to 6 posts, with a mean of 0.4 and a median of 0. Participants who had the related articles feature implemented (T2-T4) opened related articles between 0 and 19 times, with a mean of 0.8 and a median of 0. On average, participants in T2, T3, and T4 used the news feed for a longer period of time. Participants assigned to treatment T1 interacted with the newsfeed for a mean of 80 seconds and a median of 62 seconds, T2 for a mean of 110 seconds and a median of 66 seconds, T3 for a mean of 92 seconds and a median of 77 seconds and T4 for a mean of 109 seconds and a median of 77 seconds.

Overall, participants reported an average of 0.7 articles with a median of 0 and a spread from 0 to 6. 64.6% of the participants did not report a single article.

For all interactions mentioned, we test whether there are significant differences between the treatments. Interactions (like, share, comment, report, or open related articles) do not differ significantly between treatments, excluding T1 for related articles as they were not available to this treatment.

4.2 Fake News Detection Behavior

After interacting with the news feed, in stage 5 all participants were asked to explicitly state whether they considered each of the six posts to contain fake or true news. The above-mentioned task represents a classification task consisting of the true state of the article (true or fake) and the participant’s perception of the article (true or fake). As an adequate and common tool for comparing different approaches to classification, the confusion matrices including true positives (TP), false negatives (FN), false positives (FP) and true negatives (TN) of all four treatments are constructed [31]. Table 1 shows an exemplary confusion matrix for participants in T1. The overall n of that matrix describes the number of participants in T1 * 6 (every participant was shown 6 news post for classification).

The same information can be extracted for all treatments, considering six classifications for each participant in each treatment group. To generally assess the difference between showing and not showing related articles, the confusion matrices of T2-T4 can be aggregated. Table 2 shows the confusion matrix of all groups in an aggregated manner.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actual True</th>
<th>Perceived True</th>
<th>Perceived Fake</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actual True</td>
<td>182 (TP)</td>
<td>49 (FN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual Fake</td>
<td>37 (FP)</td>
<td>194 (TN)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Confusion matrix of T1
From these responses, specificity \( \left( \frac{TN}{TN+FP} \right) \) and sensitivity \( \left( \frac{TP}{TP+FN} \right) \) values are calculated for all four groups as a performance indicator. The respective results are presented in Table 3. For both, specificity and sensitivity higher values are preferable, as they indicate better classifications results.

Observing the performance results, Table 3 shows an increase in specificity, when comparing the aggregated results of all groups being shown related articles (T2-T4) with T1. Looking at differences between individual treatments, especially between T1 as compared to T2 and T3, T3 (mixed) exhibits the highest specificity, followed by T2. T4 shows the smallest increase in specificity when comparing the different alternatives of designing related articles. Between all groups that show related articles in the experiment, T3 with its high levels of controversy among related articles performs best in respect to both, specificity and sensitivity.

### Table 2: Classification results of all groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>T1: Control</th>
<th>T2: True</th>
<th>T3: Mixed</th>
<th>T4: Opposing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TP</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FN</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FP</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TN</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3: Performance metrics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Specificity</th>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1: Control</td>
<td>83.98%</td>
<td>78.79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2: True</td>
<td>88.44%</td>
<td>75.11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3: Mixed</td>
<td>91.04%</td>
<td>78.14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4: Opposing</td>
<td>84.42%</td>
<td>76.62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2-T4 (aggregated)</td>
<td>88.16%</td>
<td>76.73%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In a next step, the significance of the observed performance differences is assessed. The tests are performed to evaluate whether the increase in specificity and sensitivity are likely caused by the treatment. As three fake and three true articles were shown to each participant, there exist only four levels for both accuracy metrics (0 to 3 out of 3 articles classified correctly) for each individual participant. We therefore use chi-squared-tests to determine, whether significant differences exist between the treatment groups.

As H1 regards the general effectiveness of related articles, we perform a chi-squared-test on the specificity and sensitivity values between T1 and T2-T4. While there are no significant differences in treatment sensitivity (p=0.632), specificity is significantly lower (significance level 10%) in the control group as compared to treatments T2-T4 (p=0.063). Thus, we find support for H1. There is a positive effect, as people being shown related articles perform significantly better at detecting fake news. Simultaneously, the decrease in sensitivity observed from no related articles to related articles (78.79% to 76.73%) is not significant, so we do not find an effect of related articles deteriorating one’s ability to detect true news posts as such.

To evaluate the impact of the degree of truthfulness and controversy in the news posts, we conduct pairwise comparisons between all treatment groups using chi-squared tests. The aim is to test H2a, H2b and H2c. Table 4 shows the resulting p-values of all pairwise comparisons for specificity and sensitivity. The upper right triangle in Table 4 shows the results for specificity, the lower left triangle those for sensitivity.

### Table 4: P-values of pairwise comparisons for specificity (upper right triangle) and sensitivity (lower left triangle, grey)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>T1: Control</th>
<th>T2: True</th>
<th>T3: Mixed</th>
<th>T4: Opposing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.178</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>0.543</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.449</td>
<td>0.306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>0.934</td>
<td>0.748</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>0.571</td>
<td>0.939</td>
<td>0.885</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Looking at all significant values (significance level 5%) in Table 4, we conclude that participants in T2 did not perform significantly better than participants in the control group (T1). Therefore, we can reject H2a. True related articles do not necessarily lead to improved fake news detection.

Beyond that, the results indicate that specificity levels are significantly higher in T3 as compared to T1 and T4. Participants in T3 achieved better results in detecting and classifying fake news. This supports H2b and thus, the positive influence of controversy within the related articles when trying to improve fake news detection abilities.

Furthermore, the slight increase in specificity from T1 to T4 appears not to be caused by the treatment, as the corresponding p-value is very high. Consequently, we can reject H2c and the assumption that related articles that strongly contradict the main article lead to an improvement in users’ fake news detection abilities.
Sensitivity is not affected, as all pairwise comparisons yield high p-values. This indicates that while related articles improve fake news detection behavior under specific conditions, they seem not to deteriorate the subjects’ ability to classify true news as such. The results presented above are also robust when equalizing the treatment group sizes (T3 n=76) through random sampling and then conducting the analyses as before.

5. Discussion & Conclusion

5.1 Contributions

This paper details an online experiment we conducted to test the influence of related articles on fake news detection in social media. The results indicate that related articles in general can improve fake news detection. More precisely, a mixture of controversial articles under a main article foster the ability to detect and classify fake news articles.

In response to our first hypothesis (H1), this study finds indication that related articles have a positive impact on fake news detection behavior in the context of social media. Related articles portray a digital nudge, and fall under the category of disclosure. The key characteristic of this nudge is that it supplies additional knowledge and triggers analytical thinking to those who read the news post [32]. Disclosure-type nudges have proven to be effective at improving peoples’ behavior in several environments [14, 17]. Our study demonstrates that this positive effect also applies in the context of fake news detection.

However, in response to hypothesis H2a our results indicate that providing solely true related articles does not necessarily enable better fake news detection. Thus, we cannot confirm our assumption of exposure of truthful knowledge (see [26]) being an effective approach. Also, showing related articles that strongly contradict the main article (H2c) does not lead to a significant improvement in fake news detection.

In any case, automatically providing only related articles which are true seems almost impossible in practice [29]. For this reason we hypothesized that a mix of controversial related articles may be an effective approach (H2b). Our results indicate that a mix of controversial related articles enable users to better classify and detect fake news articles as they achieved significantly higher specificity than treatments T1 and T4. This is in line with previous studies, which demonstrated that people presented with point/counterpoint arguments are less susceptible to biases [40]. Thus, a mix of controversy may lead users to reflect more thoroughly on information, rather than simply accepting the information as it is presented in the main article.

Moreover, controversial articles posted below true articles do not reduce users’ ability to recognize and classify true articles, which is immensely important if the nudge is to have the desired effect.

In addition to these theoretical contributions, the results of our study also have practical implications. For social media platform operators, our results suggest a simple means of supporting their users in fake news detection. In particular, we provide valuable and specific insights as to how the feature might be implemented, as the use of only true articles in this type of feature would be complex and costly, if not impossible to achieve [7]. In contrast to that, the use of a mix of controversial articles (as in the mixed treatment T3) is a much more practical and feasible approach. Based on the results of our study, this is the most effective way to improve the accuracy of fake news detection. Further, the usage of related articles increased users’ screen time in our study and thus, can be deemed compatible with common social media platform business models.

Overall, this paper demonstrates empirically that a specific form of related articles improves fake news detection in social media, while not compromising the users’ ability to identify truthful news as such.

5.2 Limitations and Further Research

Our study has some limitations, which highlight the need for future research. First, the generalizability of our research needs to be validated in future research. This is because the age range of our participants was limited to relatively young Germans. Further tests with different age groups and nationalities should be carried out. However, since our survey targets social media, a young average age of participants fits the user group, as a recent study showed that the largest share of Facebook users in Germany is aged between 25 and 34 years old [35].

Further, there are various factors crucial to the detection of fake news [9]. Prior research has shown that the source of an article is an important factor for its perceived credibility [2]. Even though the impact of source credibility is purposely omitted from the scope of this paper, it should be further investigated in future research whether the observed effects hold even when the news come from known sources.

The participants’ previous knowledge of the topics covered in the articles may have influenced detection behavior, and should also be a focus of future research. However, with random assignment to treatments this can hardly explain the observed treatment effects. In addition to that, not all selected related articles are of
the exact same relevance to the main article. The choice of related articles in T3 therefore potentially impacts the perceived helpfulness of this treatment.

Our study focuses on short-term behavior. Future attempts should investigate long-term behavior in order to provide a more holistic understanding of behavioral patterns. In this sense, it will also be important to investigate users’ reactions to the related articles disclosure nudge once it has been in use for an extended period of time and is no longer a novel feature.

Lastly, although we have attempted to authentically recreate the original newsfeed, our study took place in an experimental environment, a fact that may have influenced the behavior of our participants. To address this issue, it would be insightful to gather data on real social media usage.

Overall, and despite these limitations, our study will help with creating a better environment in terms of improved detection of fake news.

Nonetheless, research needs to investigate the impact of other digital nudges and to evaluate their effectiveness, not only in terms of improving fake news detection but also in terms of reporting suspicious content. There are promising approaches (such as social norms) in this field, and one might potentially combine multiple nudges to combat fake news more effectively.

To conclude, our study indicates that a mix of controversial related articles improve users’ ability to detect fake news. Related articles are a comparatively simple concept and are already present on some platforms. They may prove to be a valuable weapon in the fight against fake news. Our finding that a mix of controversial articles are effective in this context makes the use of related articles much more feasible, as this removes the need to ensure that all related articles are true or opposing. The use of digital nudges may significantly advance the fight against fake news and ideally, these will be combined with the development of automated, IT-centered solutions. In the long run, the problem of fake news will not be easy to solve, particularly with respect to political manipulation, which pose a central challenge for society. Consequently, a variety of approaches will be needed to prevent the spread of false and misleading information via social media in the future.
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